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Abstrat

The partiular properties of synhronization are disussed for the

system of oupled van der Pol � Du�ng osillators. The arrangement

of synhronization tongues and the partiular properties of their in-

ternal struture in the parameter spae are revealed. The features of

attrators in the phase spae and in the Poinare setion are onsi-

dered.

1. Introdution

The system of two oupled van der Pol osillators is one of the basi mo-

dels of nonlinear dynamis demonstrating the phenomenon of mutual syn-

hronization. There are many papers on this theme beause this system

demonstrates a lot of interesting osillation regimes and types of behavior,

suh as synhronous and quasiperiodi regimes, synhronization with dif-

ferent phase onditions [Pikovsky et al., 2001℄, the "osillation death" e�et

[Aronson et al., 1990; Pikovsky et al., 2001℄, global bifurations [Chakraborty

& Rand, 1988℄, et. Moreover, the results of this system investigation may be

used in the analysis of di�erent eletroni, biologial and hemial systems

[Cohen & Neu, 1979; Minorsky, 1962; Neu, 1979; Pavlidis, 1973; Poliashenko

et al., 1991℄. Interest in this problem does not derease beause of its signi-

�ane and dynamis variety. In this respet we may point out, for example,

the paper [Ivanhenko et al., 2004℄, where the resumptive study of this sys-

tem is undertaken within the framework of quasiharmoni approximation. In

partiular, they took into aount the possible non-identity of osillators and

ombined nature of oupling.

The system of di�erential equations desribing the interation between

van der Pol osillators is of the form

d2x

dt2
− (λ− x2)

dx

dt
+ x+ µ(

dx

dt
−

dy

dt
) = 0,

d2y

dt2
− (λ− y2)

dy

dt
+ (1 + δ)y + µ(

dy

dt
−

dx

dt
) = 0.

(1)
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Here λ is parameter haraterizing the exess above the threshold of the

Andronov � Hopf bifuration in autonomous osillators, δ is the frequeny

mismath between the seond and �rst osillators, and µ is the oe�ient of

dissipative oupling.

Investigation of the system of interating autoosillatory systems may be

arried out on di�erent "levels of sophistiation": by means of Adler equa-

tion for osillators phase di�erene dynamis [Pikovsky et al., 2001; Rand &

Holmes, 1980℄, by means of abridged equations, whih are orret in quasi-

harmoni approximation, when osillators exeed slightly the threshold of the

Andronov � Hopf bifuration [Aronson et al., 1990; Ivanhenko et al., 2004;

Pikovsky et al., 2001℄, and, at last, by means of initial Eqs. (1) [Chakraborty

& Rand ,1988; Pastor-Diaz & Lopez-Fraguas, 1995; Storti & Rand, 1982℄.

The last is the most di�ult task due to both more ompliated behavior of

the initial system (1) and the solution dependene on the additional para-

meter λ1

.

When studying the dynamis of exited and oupled systems it is impor-

tant to take into aount anisohronism of small osillations. If we talk about

the phase dynamis of individual osillator, anisohronism is the dependene

of the rate of phase hange on osillation amplitude. This e�et may be on-

sidered, if we insert additional ubi nonlinearity of Du�ng osillator type

into Eq. (1). Then the equations for oupled osillators are

d2x

dt2
− (λ− x2)

dx

dt
+ x+ βx3 + µ(

dx

dt
−

dy

dt
) = 0,

d2y

dt2
− (λ− y2)

dy

dt
+ (1 + δ)y + βy3 + µ(

dy

dt
−

dx

dt
) = 0.

(2)

The parameter β is responsible for anisohronism of small osillations

2

. To

demonstrate this in an expliit form we give the orresponding system of

abridged equations for the amplitudes of osillatorsR and r and the di�erene
of their phases ϕ [Pikovsky et al., 2001℄, whih may be derived from (2) in

1

For abridged equations this parameter is not essential and an be eliminated due to

renormalization [Pikovsky et al., 2001℄.

2

In system of Eqs. (1) anisohronism is possible also due to not small values of pa-

rameter λ. But we will all for onveniene parameter β also the parameter of phase

nonlinearity or anisohronism.
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the quasiharmoni approximation:

dR

dt
= R(λ− µ)− R3 + µr cosϕ,

dr

dt
= r(λ− µ)− r3 + µR cosϕ,

dϕ

dt
= δ + 3β(r2 − R2)− µ(

r

R
+

R

r
) sinϕ.

(3)

One an see that the rate of hange of osillators' phase di�erene ϕ depends

on the di�erene of squared amplitudesR and r even if the oupling is absent.
There are two reasons why taking anisohronism into aount is impor-

tant. First, with taking this fator into aount the system equations may

be brought to the normal form of Andronov � Hopf bifuration in individual

osillator [Pikovsky et al., 2001℄. In these regards the van der Pol system

is partly "degenerated" and only the transition to the van der Pol � Duf-

�ng system removes this degeneray. At the same time hoie of the system

whih an be redued to the normal form of Andronov � Hopf bifuration is

important with regard to generalizations and to appliation of the results to

another systems.

Seond, it is known that for the ase of synhronization by external fore

the anisohronism leads to new dynamis features. It is more obvious for the

systems with pulse exitation. In that ase the isohronous system leads to

the map for the phase, whih was studied by Ding [1986-1988℄, Glass et. al.

[1983℄, Glass & Sun [1994℄, Keener & Glass [1984℄, Ullmann & Caldas [1996℄,

Viana & Batista [1998℄:

ϕn+1 = arctan

(

sinϕn + C

cosϕn

)

+ T. (4)

Here C and T are amplitude and period of in�uene orrespondingly. In the

ase of strong anisohronism it may be redued to the standard irle map

[Pikovsky et al., 2001℄:

θn+1 = θn + Ω− 3βC sin θn, (5)

where Ω = T (1+3βλ/2) is normalized period aounting for additional phase

lag.

These two types of maps give two pitures of synhronization tongues

di�erent in many respets espeially in internal struture of these tongues

[Ding, 1986-1988; Glass et. al., 1983; Glass & Sun, 1994; Keener & Glass,

1984; Pikovsky et al., 2001; Ullmann & Caldas, 1996; Viana & Batista,

1998℄. This signalizes that the arrangement of synhronization tongues and
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their internal struture will demonstrate essential peuliarities for oupled

anisohronous systems too. At the same time the system of oupled van der

Pol � Du�ng osillators (2) pratially was not investigated in this ontext.

One should emphasize that quasiharmoni approximation [Aronson et al.,

1990; Ivanhenko et al., 2004; Pikovsky et al., 2001℄ is not e�ient in that

ase, sine it does not desribe higher order synhronization tongues and the

possibility of period doublings and haos inside them. In the present paper

we shall give some results of investigation of system (2).

2. Struture of the parameters spae and illustrations of dynamis

Su�iently simple and informative method of studying the parameters

spae struture of nonlinear systems is the method of dynami regime hart

onstrution [Kuznetsov et al., 1997; Kuznetsov et al., 2006℄. Within the

framework of suh a method we shall mark the osillation period of the system

of oupled osillators by means of di�erent olors on the parameter plane

(frequeny mismath δ � oupling value µ). White olor orresponds to the

haoti or quasiperiodi motions. Cyles periods were alulated by means of

the Poinare setion method: this is the number of points of intersetion of

the phase trajetory on the attrator and the surfae hosen as the Poinare

setion. Only those rossings were taken into aount that orrespond to the

trajetories oming to the surfae from the one side.

The system under investigation is haraterized by four-dimensional phase

spae (x, ẋ, y, ẏ). Therefore three-dimensional hypersurfae that is preset by

means of some additional ondition, e.g., zero veloity of the seond osillator

ẏ = 0 may serve as the Poinare setion. In that ase the number n of points

of intersetion of trajetory and the hypersurfae was determined. Colors on

the harts are hosen in aordane with the period n.
The hart of dynami regimes obtained in suh a way for the van der Pol

osillators (1) is given in Fig. 1(a) on the (δ, µ)-plane for λ = 2.5. The value
of the ontrol parameter is hosen large, that quasiharmoni approximation

is not e�ient.

We shall haraterize mutual osillations of osillators also by means of

the rotation number w. By analogy with [Kuznetsov et al., 2006; Postnov

et al., 2005℄ we �nd numerially the average return time τy for the hosen

Poinare setion ẏ = 0 and the average return time τx for the setion of the

�rst osillator de�ned by x = 0. Then the rotation number is de�ned as

w = τy/τx. On the hart in Fig. 1(a) there are shown: main synhronization

tongue with the frequeny ratio of 1/1; area of quasiperiodi regimes with the

embedded system of higher order synhronization tongues among whih the

tongues with the rotation numbers of 2/3 and 3/5 are the most harateristi;
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the area of the "osillation death" e�et [Aronson et al., 1990; Pikovsky et

al., 2001℄ whih orresponds to stabilization of the equilibrium state point at

the origin due to su�iently strong dissipative oupling.

Figure 1: Dynami regime harts for the system (2) for λ = 2.5 in ase of

(a) isohronous (β = 0), and (b, ) anisohronous (β = 1) osillators.

Now we pass on to the van der Pol � Du�ng model (2). Corresponding

hart of dynami regimes and its fragment are shown in Fig. 1(b, ) for β = 1
that meet the ase of su�iently great anisohronism.
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The graph of the rotation number w versus the frequeny mismath δ is

shown for this ase in Fig. 2(a) for di�erent values of the oupling parameter.

On this graph one an see harateristi wide "steps" that orrespond to

di�erent rational rotation numbers. When oupling parameter is not great

(µ = 0.5) steps are feebly marked. This means that quasiperiodi regimes

predominate. With growth of the oupling parameter (µ = 1) a number of

su�iently wide steps emerge. They orrespond (in dereasing order) to the

rotation number values w = 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, et. If we ontinue to inrease

the value of the oupling parameter (µ = 2.3), synhronization regime with

the rotation number of 1/3 begins to predominate.

Figure 2: Dependenes of the rotation number w upon the frequeny mis-

math δ for λ = 2.5, β = 1 and di�erent values of the oupling parameter

µ.
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One an see in Fig. 1(b) that the presene of anisohronism leads to the

displaement of synhronization tongues towards the greater values of fre-

queny mismath. Synhronization tongues beome so wide that one an see

the situation of their overlapping, whih is harateristi for standard irle

map. Internal struture of this tongues hanges too: period doublings and

transition to haoti dynamis inside them are observed. It may be seen

learly in enlarged fragment of the dynami regime hart, shown in Fig. 1().

With the inrease of the parameter of anisohronism β an onset of new "is-

lands" of doubled periods takes plae inside the synhronization tongues lo-

ating at greater values of frequeny mismath δ (see Fig. 3). Synhronization

Figure 3: Dynami regime harts for the system (2) for λ = 2.5 and (a)

β = 1.7; (b) β = 3.

tongues hange their shape with the further inrease of parameter β. They
fall into two similar in struture piees, inside whih strutures alled "ross-

road area" exist [Carasses et al., 1991; Kuznetsov et al., 1997℄. These stru-

tures are harateristi for systems with period doublings. Pratially, two

systems of synhronization tongues may be observed in the parameters plane:
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tops of the �rst one are disposed along the line of zero oupling, tops of the

seond one � along the boundary of main synhronization area 1/1, whih

is the line of Neimark � Saker bifuration. Chaoti area appears between

these two systems of synhronization tongues.

When we analyze haoti areas it is useful to supplement dynami regime

harts with the hart of the �rst Lyapunov exponent (see Fig. 4). Blue olor

shadings orrespond on this hart to the synhronization areas with negative

Lyapunov exponent. Deeper olor orresponds to greater absolute value of

the exponent. Yellow and orange olors hues orrespond to exponent val-

ues lose to zero and designate the areas of quasiperiodi regimes. Due to

�nite auray of numerial simulations it is not possible to detet perfetly

zero value of the �rst Lyapunov exponent. Therefore areas of quasiperiodi

regimes have slightly varying shadings. Grey olor marks the osillation death

area. Red olor orresponds to haoti regimes with positive Lyapunov expo-

nent. The existene of red olor on the hart of the �rst Lyapunov exponent

veri�es presene of haoti behavior in the system under investigation.

Figure 4: Chart of the �rst Lyapunov oe�ient for the system of oupled

van der Pol � Du�ng osillators for λ = 2.5, β = 1.

Phase portraits of attrators omputed at several harateristi points

within domains of quasiperiodi regimes are given in Fig. 5 on (x, ẋ) and

(y, ẏ) planes for the �rst and the seond osillators orrespondingly. To

put it more preisely these portraits are projetions of the attrator in phase

spae (x, ẋ, y, ẏ) onto orresponding planes (x, ẋ) and (y, ẏ). For small values

of oupling parameter it may be seen that portraits of attrators look like
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Figure 5: Phase plane portraits at harateristi points of area of quasiperi-

odi regimes on the dynami regime hart for λ = 2.5, β = 1.

slightly disturbed limit yles of individual osillators. At the same time the

trajetory never approahes the neighborhood of the point of origin. With the

inrease of the oupling parameter the trajetories of individual osillators

beome more perturbed and there exist a kind of a threshold value when

the trajetory of the �rst osillator may ahieve the neighborhood of the

origin. Corresponding phase portrait looks like the area ompletely "�lled"

with trajetories. Evidently, this situation orresponds to the ase of ill-

determined phase of this osillator. When approahing the osillation death

area an essential downsizing of attrators ours (see sales in oordinate

axis). The orbit eases again to ahieve neighborhood of the origin, but

struture of phase portraits and shapes of attrators are di�erent from the

ase of small oupling value.

Three-dimensional illustrations of the dynamis in the "Poinare setions"

are given in Fig. 6. They illustrate dynamis of the system of oupled osil-

lators at the points in the parameters spae inside the domains of quasiperi-

odi regimes and near the threshold of haos. We should remind that the

Poinare setion was hosen as the hypersurfae ẏ = 0 in four-dimensional

phase spae (x, ẋ, y, ẏ). Hene the dynamis of the Poinare return map may
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be represented by the orbit in three-dimensional spae (x, ẋ, y) as is shown
in Fig. 6. One an see that phase portraits in suh Poinare setion are in-

variant urves, whih illustrates quasiperiodi harater of dynamis. When

approahing the haoti area the urves undergo deformations and break

down via loss of smoothness.

Figure 6: Three-dimensional "Poinare setions" for the system (2) for

λ = 2.5, β = 1.

Fig. 7 illustrates the dependene of synhronization piture on the param-

eter of anisohronism β. There are presented dynami regime harts on the

parameter plane (frequeny mismath δ � parameter of anisohronism β) at
�xed oupling parameter values. One an see the "fan pattern" of high or-

der synhronization tongues spreading away from the main synhronization

tongue. With the inrease of the oupling parameter these tongues widen

and onset of "islands" of doubled periods takes plae inside them. With

further inrease of oupling parameter "rossroad area" strutures emerge

inside synhronization tongues. Phase portraits omputed at harateristi

points of the dynami regime hart are given in Fig. 7(). These portraits

illustrate asade of period doubling and appearane of haos.
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Figure 7: Dynami regime harts for the system (2) for λ = 2.5 and (a)

µ = 1; (b) µ = 1.5; () µ = 2, and phase plane portraits omputed at typial

areas.

3. Conlusions

The analysis of synhronization in the system of oupled anisohronous

van der Pol � Du�ng osillators reveals an essential role that the anisohro-
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nism plays in the formation of the piture of emerging regimes. Namely,

in the present paper we have shown that synhronization tongues beome

essentially wider and the situation of their overlapping ours. Islands of

doubled periods, "rossroad area" strutures and haoti areas appear inside

the synhronization tongues. In three-dimensional Poinare setion we have

observed invariant urves whih may break down via the loss of smoothness

with the formation of haoti attrators.
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